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main window description 

 

 

 

[1] % - percent value of odd change. In example if odd has changed from 2.09 to 1.88, 

the change is 10.9%. You can hide games which have low % value - see [21] 

 The trends: 

 6,3 + means that the % value of the odd has increased 

 6,3 -   means that the % value of the odd has decreased 

 6,3 *  means that the game has been already displayed on the game list before 

and now is back 

 

[2] Life says how long [in minutes] the game will be displayed. Each new game on the 

list has life value equal to initial value. The initial value (X) is set in Options (go to [16] 

for more details). Each game will be displayed for at least X minutes. If the displayed odd 

changes and the percent value increases, the life parameter will be set to initial value 

again to display the game longer. 

[3] Date - information about game start time. You can filter the game lists by game start 

time - see [19] 

[4] Start/Stop buttons - press start to start downloading odds from Pinnacle. The odds 

are downloaded and compared every 1 minute.  

[5]  Connection status image: 

 when application is started and correctly connected to server 

 when application is NOT started or the connection is lost  

[6] League - league and sport type description. You can filter the game list by league - 

see [20], and by sport type - see [17] 
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[7] Teams - Home - Away teams participating in given game 

[8] Bet type (market) -  It can be a regular game or AH (Asian Handicap) or 

Under/Over. You can filter the game list by the bet type - see [18] 

[9] Odds values in 1X2 (Home -  Draw - Away) order. In example 2.09 -> 1.88 means 

that the odd has changed from 2.09 to 1.88 

[10] Surebet caluculator. If you click at odd value it would open the surebet calculator.  

 

You can you choose if you want to split the budget 

(overall stake), or set manual stake for one odd and let 

the system to calculate the other stakes. 

Setting if its 2-way or 3-way game 

 Here you enter odds  

Here are the stakes calculated by the system to create a 

surebet (if possible) 

Calculate button which triggers calculations and displays 

results 

Surbet summary 

 

 

 

[11] Settings (options) button - click here to display settings form. Detailed 

description of settings form is presented below in settings form description 

[12] Mute all application sounds on/off button 

[13] Stay on top on/off button 

[14] Selection checkbox - if you want your pick to be displayed all the time, no matter if 

it satisfies the filter criteria, just select it and it won't disappear from the list until the 

match is started. In addition selected game does not trigger the visual/sound alerts 

except one: "contra alert" - see [22] 

Since 1.26 version selecting the match automatically saves it to the csv file to help you 

keep and manage your records. The file location is: 

\domBetting\Records\record_date.csv. You can open it in MS Excel. Record example 

screen below.  
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[15] License expiry information. Once license expires the application will still be working 

but 5 best games will be partially hidden. To extend your license see [24] 

Settings form description 
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[16] Application settings  

 If minimized hide from Taskbar 

 Load daily data on startup: If it is checked, each time you close the application 

and start it again, program will try to display data that were displayed before 

(games that already started will NOT be displayed). 

 Game display time is X minutes - the initial value of the game's Life [2]. Indicated 

how long is displayed on the list after showing up on the list 

[17] Markets: Sport type filter -you can set which sports you are interested in. 

Corresponds to [6] 

[18] Markets : Market filter - you can set if you want also Asian Handicap or 

Under/Over market to be monitored. Corresponds to [8] 

[19] Start time filter - you can filter games by start time. In example if you are 

interested only in games starting within next 2 hours, you should enable this filter and 

set it like this: 

 

[20] Additional filters 

 Leagues filter - here you can filter the game list by League description. You can 

exclude some games based on League description [6] (check example 20A 

below), or define Leagues you are interested in only. (check example 20B below). 

 Bet type filter - here you can filter the game list by Bet type. You can exclude 

some games based on Bet type [8], or define Bet types you are interested in only 

(check example 20B below). 

 

Filter is not case sensitive (so it doesn't matter if you write SPAIN or spain). You can use 

comma (,) or semicolon (;) to separate leagues. You need to write expressions that are 
displayed  in "League" or "Bet type" column.  

example 20A: excluding some leagues  ( "Do NOT display these leagues" option) 

Let's assume there are no league filters set and we have following game list: 

 

Let's assume that for some reason we are : 

- not interested in hockey games (games containing "hockey" in its League description) 

- not interested in Turkey  games (games containing "turkey" in its League description) 
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We set leagues filter like this: 

 

As a result we get following game list: 

 

 

example 20B: "Display these leagues only" option 

Let's assume there are no league filters set and we have following game list: 

 

Let's assume that for some reason we are interested only in hockey games (games containing 
"hockey" in its League description) OR  Turkey  games (games containing "turkey" in its League 
description) 

We set leagues filter like this: 

 

As a result we get following game list: 
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 [21] Alerts - here you can set the alerts borders. 

● Display game when drop is above X % - filtering the game list by drop percent 

value. Corresponds to [1]. When the drop percent value is bigger than X, then the game 

is displayed on the game list and an alert sound is played (click "test" button  to hear 

corresponding alert sound). If "Show balloon" is checked, balloon notification is also 

displayed. 

● Play sound1 when drop is above Y % - setting extra sound notification.  When the 

drop percent value is bigger than Y, then the game is displayed on the game list and a 

dedicated alert sound is played (click "test" button  to hear corresponding alert sound). 

If "Show balloon" is checked, balloon notification is also displayed. 

● Play sound2 when drop is above Z % - setting extra sound notification.  When the 

drop percent value is bigger than Z, then the game is displayed on the game list and a 

dedicated alert sound is played (click "test" button  to hear corresponding alert sound). 

If "Show balloon" is checked, balloon notification is also displayed. 

[22] Contra sound - a security alert which is played (and displayed in balloon) when 

selected game (see [14]) has reached low value. In example below: this alert will be 

triggered if selected game value  [1] is below 3. 

 

 

 

 

 [23]  Balloon notification example  

 

 

 

 

[24] License - opens the tool to extend your license by X months. The procedure is 

described below. 

[25] Save button - saving option changes. If you close the application and start it again, 

all options are remembered. 

Other features 
 

- you can sort each column by clicking on its header 

- by moving mouse on odds column you will see the odds history, see picture below 
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License extension procedure 
 

if you want to extend your license follow this procedure 

Go to this page:    http://dombetting.wordpress.com/donation/  and then  
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